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In nearly all species of ants there is one
of these compound eyes on each side of the
head, set far back where we would naturally
expect to find ears. Most species in addi-
tion, have three simple eyes, called ocelli,
on the exact top of their heads. In one
species of ants no eyes have been discovered.
These insects seem to have no settled dwell-
ing-place, but are always on the march,
searching houses for their prey, and crossing
streams by forming floating bridges of their
own bodies. They must be guided in their
movements entirely by scent, which fact is
true in great measure of every variety of
ant. The ant vision seems very imperfect,
and we know their sense of smell is most
acute. You may test their vision by reliev-
ing an ant of a burden it is carrying; remove
that burden only a very short distance and
you will find the insect will have great dif-
ficulty in finding its lost treasure, though
no obstacle intervenes to hide it from view.
"We referred above to the feelers, or an-
tennae. They are long jointed horns fixed
into little sockets not far from each other,
and located in the places where we would
naturally expect the eyes. The word anten-
nae indicates the plural number; the
singular number is antennay which means
feeler> or horn. Each horn of the antennae
is in two parts, the one nearer the head be-
ing the shorter. The other has, as a rule,
eleven divisions, fitting into each other like
little cups, looking like a string of polished
beads, the last three being formed into a
club. Observe this fact through your micro-
scope. These feelers can be moved in any
direction at the will of their little owner.
They in no way hinder sight, since they are
placed well inside the organs of vision.
.Since you are so well acquainted with the
word antennae, you will be interested to
know that its shorter arm is called the scape,
and the longer one, with the eleven sub-
divisions, is the flagellum.
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Now pause for a moment and reflect how
easy it has been for you to master these
seemingly difficult words. It will prove no
more irksome to continue an inquiry into the
^remaining' hard words in connection with the
color plate* When you have completed this
study you will "be $o interested in the general
subject of ants that wi<!er reading and re-
l sijrely follow.
of Ants* Yon may have to go
ttifieial home of the ant which
 you have installed in your house to learn of
the more intimate relation these insects bear
to one another. You must have opportunity
for broader observation. Could your inves-
tigation proceed far enough you would be
inclined to the belief that the ant colony has
a complex system of civilization, lacking
little except written laws and constitution.
They certainly have laws, strict and impar-
tial, which are rigidly enforced.
If you have watched your temporary ant-
hill you may have noticed how happily the
members of the community seem to live to-
gether; there is harmony everywhere. The
little people help each other when in need or
in difficulty. When one is hungry another
feeds it; when one is sickly another ministers
unto it; the smaller workers of frail build or
not so robust as others are borne along in the
grasp of their more stalwart neighbors.
When a burden is too heavy for one to carry,
another comes to its aid. When separated
a little while from each other the joy of the
little people at meeting knows scarcely any
bounds. You will not learn it from your
colony, but whenever it happens that the
food supply in an ant home is scarce, an
unwilling victim is sacrificed to maintain the
rest of the colony, in which event a foraging
party unites to promote the common wel-
fare by dragging a struggling captive to his
death. This fact has often been witnessed.
Whether ants have a language by which
they may communicate with each other has
been decided in the affirmative. It is a silent
language, yet easily translated. When alarm
spreads through a colony intelligence is im-
mediately conveyed from chamber to cham-
ber. When it is desired to communicate the
cause of fear or anger ants strike their heads
against the members of their community
nearest to them; these, in the same way, con-
vey the intelligence to others^ until the whole
colony is in a ferment and measures of de-
fense are quickly taken. The antennae, or
feelers, are their chief organs of speech. By
their means useful discoveries are reported,
the hungry ask for food, and with them Hie
military tribes are placed in marching order
and rallied for a contest.
There is a species of ants that is always
held in slavery by other species or tribes;
other speeies are warrior^ and efo noticing te£
fight. Not all ants are slave-owners, tat
those species fa*own as slave-owning
capture their prisoners m batfle aad 1

